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Daimonion (You Hear Me in Your Dreams)
Six - you close your eyes
Five - control your breath
Four - you feel the warmth
Three - relax your mind
Two - do you feel safe?
One - now you are here

It seems to be unreal
The colors fade away
Like a puppet on a string
Where will we march today?
The string was always there
It leads up to the sky
The colors fade away
Who can tell me why?

Six - you've got to get to know yourself
Five - or are you just a marionette?
Four - following the subtle rules
Three - given by the mighty
Two - following the subtle rules
One - given by the mighty

You've got to get to know yourself
Or are you just a marionette?
Following the subtle rules
Given by the mighty

Day by day
The same mistake
A life ruled by fear and hate

Living for the weekend
Is your meaning of life
Now you tell me why
You are living a lie

six - you close your eyes
Who can tell me why?
five - control your breath
four - you close your eyes
three - who can tell me why?
two - you close your eyes
one - close your eyes
Who can tell me why?
Who can tell me why?
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Timekiller
Go away, leave me alone
I feel your presence in my mind
The time seems to stop
I set you free
You calm my mind
You calm my mind
Make my dreams come true, baby
Every time it seems to me
That fiction and reality
Melt together for eternity

Liquid words dropping down the stairs
Filling the emptiness with sense
You and me on the floor
Floating on our sensibility

You need a timekiller and you don't understand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand
I am your timekiller, I'll let your mind expand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand

Tick tock
Tick tock
Madness comes tonight
What's reality compared to me
I rest on the bed and I'm sure I slowly get mad

I'm in a state of mind
Which makes me blind
For the fact that I'm a man
I'm here to stay forever but not today

You need a timekiller and you don't understand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand
I am your timekiller, I'll let your mind expand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand

You need a timekiller and you don't understand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand
I am your timekiller, I'll let your mind expand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand

In my heart is no place for you
And in my mind is no space for you
The exit already melted away
And now there's nothing left to say

You need a timekiller and you don't understand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand
I am your timekiller, I'll let your mind expand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand

You need a timekiller, and you don't understand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand
I am your timekiller, I'll let your mind expand
I am like quicksand, lick it from my hand
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Sand-Glass
Who do you think you are?
Stardust is what you are
Since ages invading
Poisoning and leaving
From planet to planet
From planet to planet

Look into a mirror
And focus your eyes
You'll hear a voice in your head
Telling you to love instead of hate
'Cause that's your fate
And not a mind like lead

The answer sleeps in you
Revive it with a kiss
Can you see the death circle?
Can you feel the emptiness inside?

Can you feel the rage and hate?
Can you forgive yourself or anyone else?

This is the time of wonders
This is the time of pain
This is the time of beauty
This is the time of vain
There is no time to linger
There is no time to lose
The gates are slowly closing
Please help me to choose

Could you stand to know the truth?
The path of lies is easier
The rain of possibilities
Washed the signs away
The battle is still going on
Worse than ever
Under the shadows of extinction
I'll spread my wings to cover your soul

This is the time of wonders
This is the time of pain
This is the time of beauty
This is the time of vain
There is no time to linger
There is no time to lose
Do you forgive yourself or anyone else?

Can you feel the rage and hate?
Can you forgive yourself or anyone else?

This is the time of wonders
This is the time of pain
This is the time of beauty
This is the time of vain
There is no time to linger
There is no time to lose
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The gates are slowly closing
Please help me to choose

This is the time of wonders
This is the time of pain

There is no time to linger
There is no time to lose

Please help me to choose
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Jupiter (Or Somewhere Out There)
You feel me - feel with me
You see me - see with me
Feel the waves
And now be the wave

You are like the ocean
And I'm like the moonlight
It seems I'm only reflecting
On your surface
But you know
I reach your ground
You're my ocean
You're my life
Let me be within you

Now the voices in the sky fall silent
We're watching the sunset
And the stars are our guardians
In the coming night
Which will last far too long
Far too long

While the blue clouds
Cover the orange sky
The sweet taste of the air
Slowly turns bitter
The time of shadows
Has just begun

You are like the ocean
And I'm like the moonlight
It seems I'm only reflecting
On your surface
But you know
I reach your ground
The time of shadows
Has just begun
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We Are One (Mirror Split Up Into Pieces)
Standing and falling
Running and crawling
Stumbling towards the next day
A numb feeling in my heart
I look into your eyes
And everything falls apart

You may kill me
But the idea will survive
The sleeper awoke already
And now it's too late
To put him to sleep again

I look into your eyes
There is no boundary
You make me realize
We are one
Mirror split up into pieces

We are one
I look into your eyes
We are one
There is no boundary
We are one
You make me realize
We are one
Mirror split up into pieces

It was much easier to hide
The darkness covered us
Made us feel so safe
A senseless fight for nothing
In search of our own life
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The Clone
Good morning, world
What's my destiny today?
I feel so lost
Got no past no history

Produced out of one
Wisdom locked away
Now I'm here
Why don't you call me son today?

Face to face
And eye to eye
You created me
And you don't know why
Face to face
And eye to eye
You invented me
And now you tell me why

They tried to fight
Their fear of death
And they created me
And my fear for life
What is it like to be loved?
I didn't want this life
I didn't want to live
Beside you monsters

You evoke me
Tell me what I'm here for
Did you forget to think about it
In the days of yore?

You were afraid to die
So you cloned yourself
Did you really think
You could jump the space?
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Fear
There is nothing to fear
If agression is the result of fear
The fear is the fear of agression
So if you are afraid of the agressor
You are afraid of a person which is afraid of you
A person ruled by its fears
And why should you be afraid of someone
Who is behaving like a small child in the darkness?

Break the circle we are living in
And don't be afraid, there's nothing to fear!
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Drone Assembly
We lost our sight for life
We are walking on the dead
There is no time for doubts
There are no breaks in the male machine
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Drone State
The kingdoms are united
And their opinion about us is clear
You hear it and see it every day
Their patience for us has gone away
Our kingdom is divided
And the wrong one
Occupies the throne alone
With blindfolded eyes
She is just a shadow of herself
On our path of lies

Do you see a difference between you and me?
Do you see the wall built up between you and me?

We lost our sight for life
We are walking on the dead
There is no time for doubts
There are no breaks in the male machine

You weren't right
So sit down and just stay quiet
All we've ever done
Was not meant to stay
And even if you pray
It will melt down in her sun
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Mine (Beast of Prey)
The sun is shining
It could be a wonderful day
The children play outside
While the birds sing in the sky

A warm breeze moves the grass
And small feet squeeze it
And while a butterfly passes
You hear the children laugh

It's waiting in the dark

A tiny metal bar
Peeps out of the ground
Dew reflects the sun rays
See me, see me
Oh please see me

It's waiting in the dark

A stone is pushed back in the earth
While a small soul pushes the metal bar

A tiny flash
Disappears into the ground
A soft click and with a hollow sound
Slowly it ejects, irrevocable
With a swirling movement like a butterfly
It's slowly climbing high
It passes the knees
It passes the hands
It passes the chest
Until it reached its high
Another click
A fireball appears out of a shockwave
The eardrums break

Like deadly insects
A swarm of glowing spikes
Bursts out of the red center
While flying razorblades
Peel the last laugh off the face
Smeared with blood
A firestorm burns down pieces of flesh
On the red colored grass

Stop searching
Hell is already here
Yes we made it happen
Worse than any beast of prey

Stop searching
Hell is already here
Yes we made it happen
Worse than any beast of prey

Stop searching
Hell is already here
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Yes we made it happen
Worse than any beast of prey

Stop searching
Hell is already here
Yes we made it happen
Worse than any beast of prey

Stop searching
Hell is already here
Yes we made it happen
Worse than any beast of prey

Stop searching
Hell is already here
Yes we made it happen
Worse than any beast of prey

The sun is shining
It could be a wonderful day
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Citynight
You saved me from the black hole in my heart
With you by my side I fly through the citynight

You're touching me
With dazzling light
Never-ending lust
You substitute the night

With you my love
Reality turns into fiction
You charmed my mind
And I love this sweet addiction

The citylights in front of us
Are gleaming in the night
Rush rush
Or it will be too late
To let my soul ignite

Strangers passing
Never lasting
Frozen faces
They appear on the screens
And they don't tell me anything

Let me share your wisdom - baby
Let me become a part of you
Nothing means anything to me but you
You fill my emptiness inside
With words giving me hope
With you by my side
I'll survive another night
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Last Call
Maybe it's the first time
That you'll hear the voice
We, he, she, it is love, is light
Gives life, gives sound

We, he, she, it demands your attention
'Cause we, he, she, it is, was and will be
And you are not alone… trust
Like we, he, she, it trusts you
Now before and forever
Now before and forever
No matter who and where you are
No matter who and where you are

We, she, he, it is everything
The ground you walk on
The air you breathe
The water you drink
And the fire in your heart

We, she, he, it is everything
The ground you walk on
The air you breathe
The water you drink
And the fire in your heart

We, she, he, it is you and me
Her and him, this and that
Everything together
At the same moment

We, she, he, it is you and me
Her and him, this and that
Everything together
At the same moment

So accept your divinity or deny it
'Cause only gods can choose

So accept your divinity or deny it
'Cause only gods can choose
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Existence v4.1
Everything is changing
A constant flow
Our existence - a photograph
The time like slow-motion

Did someone realize
That our life is based
On the history we've been taught
We are living the results of a lie

Fundamental facts
Have been changed and changed again
By the…
And we keep their lie alive

Why don't you go on
To kiss the ring
On the finger of the hand
Which turned your existence to hell

And while the cold wind blows
We wonder why we feel so alone
But we're always asking those for help
Who constantly kept us away from the truth

Don't close your eyes anymore
Don't cover your ears anymore
Don't shut your mouth anymore
Don't close your mind anymore

Everything is changing
A constant flow
Our existence - a photograph
The time like slow-motion

Did someone realize
That our life is based
On the history we've been taught
We are living the results of a lie

Fundamental facts
Have been changed and changed again
By the…
And we keep their lie alive

Why don't you go on
To kiss the ring
On the finger of the hand
Which turned your existence to hell

We are living the results of a lie
And we keep their lie alive
We are living the results of a lie
And we keep their lie alive

You let it go
As if you know you are alone
You always underrate the ability
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To change the state of mind

And what you'll find is hate so blind
It destroys every way out of here
And what you'll find is hate so blind
It destroys every way out of here

Everything is changing
A constant flow
Our existence - a photograph
The time like slow-motion

Did someone realize
That our life is based
On the history we've been taught
We are living the results of a lie

Fundamental facts
Have been changed and changed again
By the…
And we keep their lie alive

Why don't you go on
To kiss the ring
On the finger of the hand
Which turned your existence to hell

Everything is changing
A constant flow
Our existence - a photograph
The time like slow-motion

Did someone realize
That our life is based
On the history we've been taught
We are living the results of a lie

Fundamental facts
Have been changed and changed again
By the…
And we keep their lie alive

Why don't you go on
To kiss the ring
On the finger of the hand
Which turned your existence to hell
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The View
Love - is what I believe in
And freedom is what I need
But why do I suffer from love
And why am I not free?
The might sleeps in our hearts
We should form it with our hands
There won't be help from anyone
Just you and me
Purity and hope

The ability to love
And curiosity
Are our strong sides
Self-hate and greed
Are our weaknesses
Spirit always was there
Or it evoluted to the point
Where we are now
But its origin is not of importance
We don't use it anyway

You're wasting time following lies
Break the chains of slavery

A devil does not exist
It's just a metaphor for
Giving free reign to our animal instincts
While a full acceptance of these feelings
Opens a door to another level
In which harming even the freedom
Of another person turns into nonsense

The growth rate of humanity
Could be an indication of our origin
Made to survive - at all costs
This may be a cultural effect
But it's somehow corresponding
To the behavior of bacteria

Unlike other mammals
We are living without the ability
To produce vitamin c
So - should we save the plants?

Perhaps we'll evoke the first
Synthetic form of life on our planet
And maybe that's all we are here for
But nature spreads everywhere
Will we bring life to other planets?
Is this the plan of nature?

The freedom of choice
Seems not to be wanted
Because what we can do
We will do
But should we?
This question is not really asked
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And even if the answer is no
We will do it

And if art is a way
To transport feelings and thoughts
From here into the future
Then I hope that future generations
Will judge our electronical middle age
Not only for the things we did and will do
But also for the hopes, dreams and love
We felt within us
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